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Gritsâ€”they've been called the "first truly American food." Just what are they? Simply put, grits are

stone-ground corn, and they're gaining popularity nationwide in America's most influential kitchens.

Any Southern cook worth his salt knows it's what you add to grits that make them remarkable! Here

are 101 delicious and inventive recipes for using grits at every meal, with tips and cooking

techniques that show just how quick and versatile grits can be.
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I have to say that grits are a very versatile food and is much more than just a breakfast side item. In

addition, grits aren't only something that "southerners" eat. It is as much of a staple as pasta, rice or

potatoes. This book "101 Things to do with Grits" is an awesome cookbook. The recipes all use grits

as a base and range from breakfast and appetizers to entrees and desserts. I cannot comment on

the dessert grits, because I haven't made any of these dishes at this point in time. Yet they look

really good.I have really gotten some great ideas from this book. Many of the recipes I follow very

strictly and other recipes I "doctor up". For instance, "Black & Blue Grits" has the main base of

Worcestershire sauce and blue cheese. This dish is to be served along side steak. Well when I

made these grits I added shallots. The recipe didn't call for shallots, but really added a great

flavor.My only complaint about this book is that many of the recipes need to be made after the

"Basic Grits" are made. The "Basic Grits" are just foundation recipes. They are provided in the book,

but as a cook is trying to make "Roasted Corn & Sun-Dried Tomatoes Grits" (for instance) he/she

will find themselves turning back to page 12 to find the basic recipe for "White Stone-Ground Grits".

This exercise can become tedious, however after one has prepared several dishes the concept is



sort of grasped. At least the book has a spiral bind.The other thing I find strange is that many of

these "Basic Grits" recipes call for heavy cream. I don't know about anyone else, but if butter and

milk are used in these formulas there is no need for "heavy cream". Heavy cream has a strong

flavor and when used in addition to butter or milk it just entices a heart attack.
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